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Sport & Well-Being 
In everyone's reach! 
Given the now well-known risks associated with a lack of physical 
activity, things are beginning to MOVE, everywhere!
The decision makers in local authorities and private parks are 
well aware that outdoor sports equipment, such as Multisports 
fields and Fitness areas, are WINNING investments supported 
overwhelmingly by everyone: children, teenagers, adults and 
pensioners.
Things are also moving at Husson International, because after 
5 years' R&D with the participation of sport and health specialists, 
I am delighted to tell you about our new SPORTS catalogue, including 
our new Fitness Out&Fit® and Multisports Color’ado® ranges.

Innovative concepts, complete programmes accessible to as many 
people as possible, exclusively-designed apparatus, quality, safety 
and durability characteristic of the Husson teams, and made in 
France.
Without a doubt, Out&Fit® and Color’ado® offer undeniable 
benefits, finally putting Sport & Well-Being within Everyone’s 
reach! 

See you soon, on your pitch!

Sportingly,

Daniel Husson
Chairman 
HUSSON International

"I sometimes think the body is smarter than the mind.

   We must learn to listen to it and follow it…"

Ashton James Eaton: double Olympic champion, double world champion, 
world record holder in the Decathlon.
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Physical inactivity  
The facts:
•  Worrying drop in physical activity, according to the WHO (2): 

more than 80% of teenagers do not exercise enough.
•  Imbalance between calories consumed and  

calories burned.

Main consequences 

For health:
•  Rise in the number of people who are overweight or obese 

According to the WHO (2), worldwide: 2 billion people are  
overweight or obese (around 40% of the world’s population).

• Diabetes, heart disease, osteoarthritis and deaths are on the rise.

• Mental health issues (depression, etc.).

• Discrimination.

• Loss of independence.

Other known consequences:
•  The health care and productivity costs of the global “pandemic” of physical 

inactivity are estimated, by country and according to studies (2) at between 0.4% 

and more than 1% of GDP.

• Loss of productivity.

• Pessimism.

“Physical inactivity 
is just as dangerous 

as smoking”
According to journal The Lancet (1) 

Inactive 
Child

Inactive
Parent

Inactive 
Teenager 

(1) The Lancet: British medical journal
(2) OECD, The Lancet, Morgan Stanley.
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Physical activity and sport  
What people want (1):
• 60% want to be able to do more exercise.
• 61% want to engage in outdoor sports near their home.
• 67% want open, universal access to sports facilities.(1)

Solutions:
Locally:
• Encourage local residents to engage in one or more sports on a regular basis. 
•  Develop local, well-equipped sports facilities such as multisports enclosures  

and outdoor fitness areas.

Individually (children, teenagers, adults and senior citizens):
• Exercise regularly.

Objectives:
• Better health, fitness.
• Increased life expectancy and quality of life. 
• Improved sense of well-being.
• Stronger social ties and relationships between generations.
• Less public spending on health.
• Optimism.

67% 
of people want open,  

universal access to  
sports facilities.(1)

Active 
Child

Active
Parent

Active 
Teenager 

(1) BVA Sport survey (2015 and 2016) on sport and exercise trends; 
“Senior citizens’ expectations” (silver economy) survey (2014). 



DESIGNED FOR EVERYONE:
Out&Fit® apparatus is designed for safe use by everyone:
•  Teenagers, adults, older users and people with reduced 

mobility.
• Men and women.
• Beginners, experienced or expert sportsmen and women.

Out&Fit®, designed for everyone, with many pieces of apparatus  
accessible to people with reduced mobility.
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Out&Fit
The new Outdoor 
Fitness Range
Out&Fit® is Husson’s new Outdoor 
Fitness Range. The Out&Fit stations 
and apparatus® create fitness areas 
for everyone, outdoors, completely 
free, open access and in all weathers.

EASY TO INSTALL, 
SIMPLE TO USE.
All the benefits of sport & well-being in the open 
air without the drawbacks, thanks to shelters 
that protect from the sun and rain. BREATHE 
and enjoy wide open spaces with Out&Fit®.

A programme to make you feel at ease 
anywhere and to make you happy: 
Out&Fit® stations and apparatus will be 
located mainly in public places (parks, 
sports clubs, schools, swimming pools, 
etc.) as well as private premises (holiday 
clubs, hotels, campsites, etc.).

*Registered designs, patented systems.

These amazing pensioners!
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3 Out&Fit 
ranges:
The new Out&Fit® 
concept offers more 
than 200 fitness 
exercises over three, 
complementary spaces.

A complete and ideally designed 
programme, 
including 50 pieces of apparatus 
with more than 200 exercises for 
weight training, stretching, balance 
and stamina.
 
 
A very well-thought out design 
developed with a team of sport and 
health care specialists.

TONING UP MUSCLES

DEVELOPING BALANCE
AND STAMINA

IMPROVING FLEXIBILITY
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STRENGTH AND 
TONING FOR EVERYONE
Weight training is a great way 
to improve your physical condition.
A muscular and toned body 
is stronger, more resistant and 
better balanced.
But you can’t improve your fitness 
without … effort!

Olivier, sportsman and physiotherapist, 27
“I train regularly indoors but this is ideal for 
training outdoors, especially on this very 
complete equipment.”

André, sportsman, 41 
“This new fitness apparatus means we can do 
our weight training outdoors. Several of us can 
go, whenever we want. It's great and what’s 
more, it's free!”

Chloe, French team gym champion, 18
“It's more motivating outdoors.  
The abdominal, power tower and shoulder 
press apparatus are well designed and allow 
me to strengthen my core without having to go 
to the gym.”

Félicie, 80-year-old sportswoman!
“I really like this new equipment set up in 
the Orangerie Park in Strasbourg. Pierre, 
a physiotherapist, who was there when 
it was opened, clearly explained the 
exercises to me and I am thrilled to be 
able to use the power tower!”

Timothée, gymnast and break dancer, 21
“These straps mean you can do lots of core 
exercises outdoors, like fly curls, chest presses, 
bicep curls and squats. It’s also a lot of fun.
And I have also found others that are not 
mentioned on the panels.”
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An astonishing figure(1): 80% of back pain is due to weak muscles. That's 
why it’s important to do core exercises regularly – to strengthen your 
abdominal and upper and lower back muscles around your spinal column. 
With the Out&Fit® Gym spaces, you can now improve your body and your 
health whenever you want, outdoors, and in any weather. Out&Fit® Gym 
apparatus has been designed along with sport and health care specialists 
and is efficient, ergonomic and fun all at once. The equipment is 
suitable for everyone – women, men, teenagers, adults, senior citizens, 
whether you’re a beginner, experienced or an expert. It’s universally popular. 
The Out&Fit® Gym programme is complete and encouraging, and the 
exercises are intuitive and attractive.
Thanks to a dozen pieces of apparatus, it is possible to work out under 
excellent conditions, with more than 140 basic activities to strengthen your 
main muscle groups. Other exercises and training programmes developed 
by our coaches will be available to download soon.

(1) Source: Didier Reiss and Dr Pascal Prévost, “The scientific and practical 
guide for all”.

How does it work?
The main Out&Fit® apparatus and exercises are intuitive and require no special experience.
There is a general information panel showing key instructions, while specific instructions 
can be found on each piece of apparatus (benefits and exercise difficulty, etc.).

A QR code to download a free app will be available shortly, allowing users to see 
the exercises, training programmes and advice from our coaches online.

*  **  ***EASY MEDIUM DIFFICULT

Out&Fit® Gym
STRENGTH AND 
TONING FOR EVERYONE
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RELAX
What is “stretching”? We all stretch 
in the morning when we wake and 
are tempted to do it again when we 
get off a chair after a long meeting!
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Out&Fit® Stretching
RELAX

What’s more, stretching isn’t just for experienced and expert 
athletes – it’s something EVERYONE can do! Stretching is a gentle 
movement, where you push your body to its limit without forcing it 
too hard or causing pain.

Stretching has many benefits:

• Increases the flexibility and elasticity of your muscles and tendons.

•  Fights the effects of ageing: 
a stretching programme helps you become more flexible and 
improves the range of your joint movements.

• Prepares your body before exerting yourself.

• Limits the risk of injury during exertion:  
   a flexible muscle is more resistant than a tight muscle.

• Helps you restore flexibility more quickly after exercise.

•  Relieves stress: stretching relaxes tense muscles, which are normally 
associated with stress.

• Helps you relax to enhance well-being and relaxation.

With Out&Fit® Stretching spaces, everyone can enjoy the benefits 
of stretching, whenever they want, outdoors – women and men, 
adults and senior citizens, people with reduced mobility, etc.

Out&Fit® Stretching is a complete, guided and motivating 
programme of more than 25 highly beneficial stretching exercises that 
help you maintain and improve your health and fitness.

The stretching exercises are completed on an innovative 
Out&Fit® Stretching station* and an exclusively designed bench*. 
They are easy to use, instructive, and fun at the same time. 

Out&Fit® Stretching is unique*.
It helps you dispel tension and invites you to look after yourself, to feel 
better in yourself, both physically and mentally.

*Registered designs, patented systems.
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BALANCE AND STAMINA
With Husson Out&Fit® Training, you can 
improve your physical condition and your 
balance while having fun.
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Out&Fit® Training
BALANCE AND 
STAMINA

Also known as cardio training, 
the Out&Fit® Training range 
combines weight-lifting and 
cardio-vascular training to work 
your whole body.
Accessible to a wide public, 
the programme offers numerous 
exercises on exclusive pieces 
of apparatus: Ski-Training, 
Cycling, Hand-Cycle, Skate-
Training, Rotating discs, Twister, 
Obstacle course.

*Registered designs



Out&Fit®
TECHNICAL BENEFITS 

•  An innovative concept: 
A new, exclusive design* with 3 ranges (Gym, 
Stretching, Training), 2 versions (with or without cover) 
and 3 themes (Park, Sport, Urban).

•  Ease-of-use and dimensions:  
The Out&Fit® stations and apparatus are designed to 
be easy to use, allowing everyone to exercise and relax 
outdoors, in the best conditions and in the ultimate 
comfort.

•  Safety: 
The Out&Fit® apparatus is designed according to a 
strict set of specifications aligned with the requirements 
of the new EN 16630 standard. The equipment is then 
tested and approved by an independent laboratory. 
They are designed for adults and teenagers over 
14 years old.

•  A 10-year guarantee: 
Guaranteed parts: non-movable metal frame and 
apparatus, HPL panels. Husson guarantee terms:  
refer to Husson’s terms and conditions of sale  
(on the final page of the current price list).

• Promoting sustainable development
   •   With its shapes, themes, colours and transparent 

design, Out&Fit® equipment blends seamlessly into 
any environment.

    •  The apparatus is made from environmentally inert 
materials and surface treatments that are kind to 
nature throughout their lifespan and can then be 
recycled, just like steel.

    •  Husson equipment is known for its longevity – yet 
another way we support sustainable development!

•  Simple and economical maintenance: 
The use of stainless steel, steel (with an exceptional 
double surface treatment) and a unique assembly 
system* (across all Husson ranges) means that 
the apparatus is extremely easy and cost-effective 
to maintain.

*Registered designs, patented systems
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VERSION WITH COVER, SPORT THEME VERSION WITHOUT COVER, PARK THEME



Out&Fit®
TECHNICAL BENEFITS 

High-quality materials

Frame/structure: 
galvanised, thermo-lacquered steel posts  
(diameter: 89 mm, thickness: 3 mm).

Apparatus: 
stainless steel, passivated after manufacturing.

Other apparatus: 
hot-dip galvanised and thermo-lacquered 
stainless steel with fine textured finish for 
good “grip” and excellent resistance to 
scratching and abrasion.

Covers: 
made from very thick rotary-moulded HDPE 
(High Density Polyethylene) thermoplastic, 
colour-compounded and reinforced with a 
tubular steel frame. Transparent central part 
made from impact-resistant polycarbonate.

Metal sheets: 
laser-cut steel, galvanised and  
thermo-lacquered.

1

4

1

5

2

3

2

3

4

5
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VERSION WITH COVER, URBAN THEME
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Number
of users

Abdominal Push-Up Power Tower Lower Back Shoulder Press Multi-Shoulder Press Upper Body OFX Straps Lower Body OFX Straps Hand Challenge Box StepOFX Multi-Straps

Number of 
apparatus

1 2
3

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

m2 +00
kg

View B View A

         

6653 x 6421 mm14+JFI0101

JFI-0101

3854 x 2804
x 2759 mm

30 m2 1.0 m 4h 2 7 329 kg

6 6 16 >32 >48

G1

G10

G8 G2

G7

G1

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
2 3 3 1 2 2 2 3 6 3 3 3

>2 >2 >2 >1 >2 >4 >12 >10 >25 0 >6 >6

G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 G11 G12

G12

** E *** * E *** * E *** ** *** *** ** * * E *** * E *** ** **

Power Tower

0
3

>2

G3 * E ***

Lower Back

0
1

>1

G4 **

Shoulder Press

0
2

>2

G5 ***

Multi-Shoulder Press

0
2

>4

G6 ***

Box

1
3

>6

G11 **

OFX Multi-Straps

0
6

>25

G9 * E ***

27
59 28

04

3854

66531/100 1/200

64
21
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A compact Out&Fit Gym configuration for all users, from 
beginners to experts, and ideal for individual or small-group 
training sessions.  
For 6 users and with more than 48 exercises.

Other themes, colours and apparatus: 
refer to the Out&Fit Gym presentation pages and contact your 
regional manager for advice.

JFI-0101
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Abdominal Push-Up Power Tower Lower Back Shoulder Press Multi-Shoulder Press Upper Body OFX Straps Lower Body OFX Straps Hand Challenge Box StepOFX Multi-Straps

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

         

9152 x 6421 mm14+JFI0801 7907 x 3250
x 2750 mm

39 m2 1.0 m 5h 2 11 329 kg

G1

G7
G8

G3

1 1 0 1 20 1 1 0 0 1 1
2 3 3 1 2 2 2 3 6 3 3 3

>2 >2 >2 >1 >2 >4 >12 >10 >25 0 >6 6

G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 G11 G12** E *** * E *** * E *** ** *** *** ** * * E *** * E *** ** **

27
50

1/200

9152

7907

64
21

32
50

1/100

Lower Back Shoulder Press

1 0
1 2

>1 >2

G4 G5** ***

Hand Challenge BoxOFX Multi-Straps

0 0 1
6 3 3

>25 0 >6

G9 G10 G11* E ***** * E *** **

Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

JFI-0801

8 8 18 >38 >56

G2

G12

G1

G6

View B

View A
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A comprehensive Out&Fit Gym configuration, 
with an additional G6 “Multi-Shoulder Press”  
module that is popular with athletes and a covered section.
For 8 users and with more than 56 exercises.

Other themes, colours and apparatus: 
refer to the Out&Fit Gym presentation pages 
and contact your regional manager for advice.

JFI-0801
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Abdominal Push-Up Power Tower Lower Back Shoulder Press Multi-Shoulder Press Upper Body OFX Straps Lower Body OFX Straps Hand Challenge Box StepOFX Multi-Straps

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

         

8283 x 7484 mm14+JFI0201 5237 x 4407
x 2908 mm

48 m2 1.0 m 8h 2 14 329 kg

G1

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
2 3 3 1 2 2 2 3 6 3 3 3

>2 >2 >2 >1 >2 >4 >12 >10 >25 0 >6 >6

G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 G11 G12** E *** * E *** * E *** ** *** *** ** * * E *** * E *** ** **

OFX Multi-Straps

0
6

>25

G9 * E ***

Multi-Shoulder Press

0
2

>4

G6 ***

29
08

44
07

8283

74
84

5327

1/100
1/200

G4

G1

G7

G11G2

G3

G12

G8

G5 G10

Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

JFI-0201

10 10 25 >43 >68

View B

View A
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A comprehensive, fun Out&Fit Gym configuration 
for all users, from beginners to experts, and ideal 
for individual or small-group training sessions.
For 10 users and with more than 68 exercises.

Other themes, colours and apparatus: 
refer to the Out&Fit Gym presentation 
pages and contact your regional 
manager for advice.

JFI-0201
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Double Arch

Push-Up

Pendulum

Lower Back

Wall Low Suspension

Upper Body OFX Straps Lower Body OFX Straps Hand Challenge

Piano Bench

Step

High Suspension

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

         

7932 x 7122 mm14+ 5418 x 3987
x 2908 mm

44 m2 1.0 m 8h 2 14 329 kg

1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1
4 3 1

3 1 2 3 3 3

1 1 2 1
>3 >3 >2

>2 >1 >12 >10 >0 >6

>1 >1 >1 >1

G2

S1

G7

S7

G8

G4

G12

G2

G10

S5

S2

S4

S3

S6

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

G4 G7 G8 G10 G12* E ***

* * * * ** * *

** ** * * E *** **

Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

JFI-0202

13 13 28 >43 >71

View B

View A

JFI0202

1/100
1/2007932

5418

71
22

39
87

29
08
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A comprehensive Out&Fit Gym configuration, 
with an additional G6 “Multi-Shoulder Press” 
module that is popular with athletes and a 
covered section.
For 13 users and with more than 71 exercises.

Other themes, colours and apparatus: 
refer to the Out&Fit Gym 
presentation pages and contact your 
regional manager for advice.

JFI-0202
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Abdominal Push-Up Power Tower Lower Back Shoulder Press Multi-Shoulder Press Upper Body OFX Straps Lower Body OFX Straps Hand Challenge Box StepOFX Multi-Straps

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

         

9351 x 6998 mm14+JFI0308 6346 x 3920
x 2203 mm

42 m2 1.0 m 4h 2 8 329 kg

G1

1 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 1
2 3 3 1 2 2 2 3 6 3 3 3

>2 >2 >2 >1 >2 >4 >12 >10 >25 0 >6 >6

G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 G11 G12** E *** * E *** * E *** ** *** *** ** * * E *** * E *** ** **

Hand ChallengeOFX Multi-Straps

0 0
6 3

>25 0

G9 G10* E *** * E ***

Power Tower Lower Back Shoulder Press

0 0 0
3 1 2

>2 >1 >2

G3 G4 G5* E *** ** ***

6346

9351

69
98

39
20

22
03

1/100
1/200

G2

G12G1212

2G2

Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

JFI-0308

8 8 18 >42 >60

G2

G8

G1

G7 G6

G11

G12

View B View A
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A compact, comprehensive Out&Fit Gym 
configuration. For 8 users and with more than 
60 exercises.

Other themes, colours and apparatus: 
refer to the Out&Fit Gym 
presentation pages and contact your 
regional manager for advice.

JFI-0308
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Abdominal Push-Up Power Tower Lower Back Shoulder Press Multi-Shoulder Press Upper Body OFX Straps Lower Body OFX Straps Hand Challenge Box StepOFX Multi-Straps

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

         

10522 x 8031 mm14+JFI0301 7508 x 5014
x 2203 mm

58 m2 1.0 m 6h 2 12 329 kg

G1

1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 1
2 3 3 1 2 2 2 3 6 3 3 3

>2 >2 >2 >1 >2 >4 >12 >10 >25 0 >6 >6

G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 G11 G12** E *** * E *** * E *** ** *** *** ** * * E *** * E *** ** **

OFX Multi-Straps

0
6

>25

G9 * E ***

Shoulder Press

0
2

>2

G5 ***

Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

JFI-0301

11 11 25 >45 >70

7508

22
03 80

31

50
14

10522

1/100 1/200

1/200

G3

G6

G1

G8

G11

G2

G10

G7

G12

G4
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JFI-03011

A compact, very comprehensive Out&Fit Gym 
configuration. For 11 users and with more than 
70 exercises.

Other themes, colours and apparatus: 
refer to the Out&Fit Gym presentation pages 
and contact your regional manager for advice.



JFI0802

1/100 1/200

9906
8369

29
18

64
00

33
59
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Abdominal Push-Up Power Tower Lower Back Shoulder Press Multi-Shoulder Press Upper Body OFX Straps Lower Body OFX Straps Hand Challenge Box StepOFX Multi-Straps

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

         

9906 x 6900 mm14+ 8369 x 3359
x 2198 mm

49 m2 1.0 m 4h 2 14 329 kg

G1

0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 6 0 1 1
2 3 3 1 2 2 2 3 6 3 3 3

>2 >2 >2 >1 >2 >4 >12 >10 >25 0 >6 >6

G2 G3 G4 G5 G6

G9
G6

G7 G8 G9 G10 G11 G12** E *** * E *** * E *** ** *** *** ** * * E *** * E *** ** **

Abdominal Push-Up Power Tower Lower Back Shoulder Press

G1

0 0 0 0 0
2 3 3 1 2

>2 >2 >2 >1 >2

G2 G3 G4 G5** E *** * E *** * E *** ** ***

Upper Body OFX Straps Lower Body OFX Straps

0 0
2 3

>12 >10

G7 G8** *

Hand Challenge

0
3
0

G10 * E ***

Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

JFI-0802

10 10 14 >41 >55
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A compact and comprehensive Out&Fit Gym configuration 
with a G6 “Multi-Shoulder Press” module and a G9 “OFX 
Multi-Straps” unit offering multiple core strengthening 
exercises for the upper and lower body. 
For 10 users and with more than 55 exercises.

Other themes, colours and apparatus: 
refer to the Out&Fit Gym presentation pages  
and contact your regional manager for advice.

JFI-0802



Double Arch Pendulum Wall Low Suspension Piano BenchHigh Suspension

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

5460 x 4689 mm14+ 2634 x 2605
x 2759 mm

21 m2 1.0 m 4h 2 8 329 kg

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 1 1 1 2 1

>3 >3 >2 >1 >1 >1 >1

S5

S2

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7* * * * ** * *

Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

JFI-0501

7 7 13 >12 >25

5460

2634

27
59

26
05

46
89

1/100
1/100
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S4

S6View B

View A

S3

S2

S7

S1

S5

JFI0501
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JFI-0202JFI-0501

A comprehensive, covered Out&Fit Stretching station com-
bining 25 easy, fun exercises. 
An educational way to stretch and relax the body’s main 
muscles, gain flexibility and ease stiffness and other forms 
of chronic pain. Up to 7 users.

Other themes, colours and apparatus: 
refer to the Out&Fit Stretching presentation pages  
and contact your regional manager for advice.



View A

Double Arch Pendulum Wall Low Suspension Piano BenchHigh Suspension

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

5460 x 4689 mm14+ 2456 x 1678
x 2234 mm

21 m2 1.0 m 2h 2 7 329 kgJFI0601

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 1 1 1 2 1

>3 >3 >2 >1 >1 >1 >1

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

S6

S3

S5 S2

S1

S4

S7

S6 S7* * * * ** * *

Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

JFI-0601

7 7 13 >12 >25
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22

34

5460

2456

16
78

46
89

1/100

1/100

View B
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JFI-0601

A compact Out&Fit Stretching 
station combining more 
than 25 easy, fun exercises. 
An educational way to stretch and 
relax the body’s main muscles, 
gain flexibility and ease stiffness 
and other forms of chronic pain. 
Up to 7 users.

Other themes, colours and apparatus:
refer to the Out&Fit Stretching 
presentation pages and contact your 
regional manager for advice.

JFI-0601



1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

5426 x 3391 mm14+ 2424 x 391
x 960 mm

17 m2 1.0 m 1h 2 2 329 kgJFI0701

S5
Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

JFI-0701 “Stretching Key” Bench

1 1 6 >4 >10
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S5

5426

2424

39
1

33
91

96
0

1/100

1/100

1/100

*
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JFI-0701

The Out&Fit Stretching Bench, with its exclusive design, offers 
around a dozen highly beneficial flexibility and stretching 
exercises.
It’s also a great way to rest and relax!
For 1-2 users and with more than 10 exercises.

Other themes, colours and apparatus:
refer to the Out&Fit Stretching  
presentation pages and contact your  
regional manager for advice.



5171

2338

35
6055

516
68

1/100

Ski-Training

* E ***
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Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

1 2
3

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

m2 +00
kg

           

5171 x 3560 mm14+JFI0901

JFI-0901

2338 x 555
x 1668 mm

17 m2 1.0 m 1h 2 2 329 kg

1 1 3 >2 >5
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The Out&Fit® Ski-Training* is an excellent piece of apparatus 
allowing as many people as possible to improve their physical 
condition in a fun and motivating way.
This multi-functional equipment offers 3 different exercises to 
strengthen the main muscles in your lower limbs and upper body.
The Out&Fit® Ski-Training* helps you boost your cardio-vascular 
fitness and stamina, burn calories, and improve balance and 
coordination.
The exclusive* Husson stainless steel rail and runner system is 
easy and cost-effective to maintain... guaranteed. 
The guarantee of quality, sturdiness and durability from Husson.
For 1 user. 

* registered designs

JFI-0901



Cycle

*
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Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

1 2
3

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

m2 +00
kg

           

4120 x 3705 mm14+JFI0906

JFI-0906

1120 x 704 
x 890 mm

14 m2 1.0 m 1h 1 2 329 kg

1 1 1 >0 >1

4120

1120

37
05

70
4

89
0

1/100
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The Out&Fit® Cycle is an excellent piece of apparatus allowing as 
many people as possible to improve their physical condition in a 
fun and motivating way.
The Out&Fit® Cycle comes with an exclusive electro-magnet 
resistance system that makes it the perfect training companion 
(the faster you pedal, the greater the resistance).
The basic model (JFI-0906) comes with a smartphone holder. 
Husson also offers a model with a smartphone charger (JFI-0907) 
– the electricity you generate when cycling is used to charge your 
phone!
The apparatus is ergonomically designed for comfort and safety 
(excellent back support).
The guarantee of quality, sturdiness and durability from Husson.  

JFI-0906



Hand Cycle

*
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Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

           

JFI-0905

1 1 1 >0 >1

1/100

11
64

40
4

3654

755

30
891 2

3
m2 +00

kg

3654 x 3089 mm14+ 755 x 404 
x 1164 mm

10 m2 1.0 m 1h 1 1 329 kgJFI0905
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The Out&Fit® Hand Cycle is an excellent piece of apparatus 
allowing as many people as possible to improve their physical 
condition in a fun and motivating way.
The Out&Fit® Cycle comes with an exclusive electro-magnet 
resistance system that makes it the perfect training companion 
(the faster you pedal, the greater the resistance).
The guarantee of quality, sturdiness and durability from Husson.
For 1 user.

JFI-0905



Twister & Rotating Discs Duo

* *
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Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

           

JFI-0908

2 2 3 >1 >4

1439

4437

40
96

10
83

21
80

1/100

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

4437 x 4096 mm14+JFI0908
1439 x 1083
x 2180 mm

15 m2 1.0 m 1h 2 3 329 kg
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The Out&Fit Twister & 
Rotating Discs Duo 
This is the ideal fitness apparatus 
for senior citizens. The Rotating 
Discs module helps improve 
coordination and joint flexibility 
(shoulders, knees, wrists and 
fingers).
The Twister module is perfect for 
restoring confidence.
It helps strengthen the lower 
body and pelvic muscles.
For 2 users.

JFI-0908



Up & Down

*
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Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

           

JFI-0909

1 1 1 >0 >1

3485

553

34
50

22
03

66
9

1/100

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

3485 x 3450 mm14+JFI0909 553 x 699
x 2203 mm

11 m2 1.0 m 1h 2 2 329 kg

The Out&Fit Up & Down 
has been specially designed by a physiotherapist 
for senior citizens suffering from “stiffness” or 
“seizure” of the shoulders.
It offers an enjoyable and effective way to boost 
joint flexibility and range, with no risk of injury.
For 1 user.



Stepping Stones

*

Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

JFI-0910

1 1 1 >0 >1

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

5635 x 3570 mm14+JFI0910
2800 x 690
x 980 mm

18 m2 1.0 m 2h 2 9 329 kg

The Out&Fit Stepping Stones 
are designed to restore confidence in senior 
citizens after a fall. 
They can use this apparatus to train and 
improve their balance and agility,  
in complete safety. 
For 1 user.
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1/100

2800

5635

35
70

69
0

98
0
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SWO

Street Workout, also known as “Street Gym” 
or “Callisthenics”, dates back to the Olympic 
Games in Ancient Greece.
Callisthenics comes from the Greek words 
kallos (beauty) and stenos (strength).

Today, Street Workout is a popular outdoor 
fitness discipline, accessible to everyone, 
that combines weight training and often 
spectacular “Freestyle” (street gymnastics) 
moves. 

Street Workout is becoming increasingly 
popular in Europe, with more and more 
men and women of all ages and levels 
taking part, and several teams emerging to 
develop the discipline. Often, “WorkOuters” 
or “StreetWorkOuters” still carry out their 
discipline on street furniture (benches, 
lamp posts, poles, playground equipment, 

fitness trails, etc.). Husson first uncovered 
this new discipline more than 10 years ago, 
when the first generation of its Color’ado® 
Outdoor Fitness equipment, dating from 1991, 
was regularly used by “WorkOuters”. 

Working with sports experts, Street Workout 
associations and the Strasbourg-based 
“BarStras*” team in particular, Husson was one 
of the first companies to invest in this emerging 
discipline, introducing the new Out&Fit® SWO 
spaces. 

* The 100-strong “BarStras*” team successfully takes part in European-
level Street Workout competitions.

STRENGTH, BALANCE  
AND CONTROL



SWO
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SWO

Working with our experts, we designed the Out&Fit® SWO Pro zones 
for elite “StreetWorkOuters” and the Out&Fit® SWO Training zones 
for everyone, including beginners and people with reduced mobility.

STRENGTH, BALANCE  
AND CONTROL



Abdominal Dips Bar Trax Bar Vertical Ladder Horizontal Ladder Inclined Ladder Push&Pull Bar Para Dips

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8

0 2 3 1 1 1 1 0
0 4 5 2 3 3 3 0

>0 >5 >10 >6 >6 >6 >3 >0

W6

W3

W4

W5
W2

W7

Abdominal

W1

0
0

>0
Para Dips

W8

0
0

>0

26
59

Ø 10500

1/200 1/200
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Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

           

JWO-0101

9 9 20 >36 >56

1 2
3

m2
-50 kg

Ø 10500 mm14+JWO0101
7500 x 7500

2699 mm
87 m2 2.3 m 14h 2 18 329 kg

SWO
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In addition to the essential Dips Bar and Trax Bar, this comprehensive Out&Fit Street WorkOut configuration includes an Arena with 
3 ladders (horizontal, vertical and inclined) that are ideal for Pro and Training exercises and moves.
In total, this configuration offers more than 55 exercises, moves and routines.

The Out&Fit Street WorkOut apparatus is fully modular and can be adapted to the site where it is installed (more than 30 different 
modules available). 
Contact your regional manager for a detailed assessment of your project.

JWO-0101SWO



Abdominal Dips Bar Trax Bar Vertical Ladder Horizontal Ladder Inclined Ladder Push&Pull Bar Para Dips

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8

0 2 8 1 1 0 2 0
0 4 5 2 3 0 3 0

>0 >5 >10 >6 >6 >0 >3 >0
Abdominal

W1

0
0

>0
Para Dips

W8

0
0

>0
Inclined Ladder

W6

0
0

>0
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Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

           

JWO-0102

14 14 17 >30 >47

SWO

87
60

24
24

11064

1/200

1 2
3

m2 kg

11064 x 8760 mm14+ 7200 x 5800
x 2424 mm

97 m2 2.3 m 10h 2 20 329 kgJWO0102

W4

W5

W3

W7

W2

-50
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This configuration features all the basic 
Out&Fit Street WorkOut apparatus: 
Dips Bar, Trax Bar, Push&Pull Bar, and 
Vertical and Horizontal Ladders. In total, 
this configuration offers more than 
46 exercises, moves and routines.

JWO-0102SWO



Abdominal Dips Bar Trax Bar Vertical Ladder Horizontal Ladder Inclined Ladder Push&Pull Bar Para Dips

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8

2 1 9 1 2 1 1 1
2 4 5 2 2 3 3 2

>2 >5 >10 >6 >6 >6 >3 >4
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Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

           

JWO-0103

18 18 23 >42 >65

SWO

1 2
3

m2 kg

22000 x 7300 mm14+ 18200 x 5000
x 2573 mm

161 m2 2.3 m 20h 2 34 329 kgJWO0103

This is a well-equipped Out&Fit Street WorkOut 
configuration, featuring various pieces of apparatus that 
create a comprehensive space: several Trax Bars, Abdominal 
Boards, and Vertical, Horizontal and Inclined Ladders.

It also comes with a special piece of apparatus for people 
with reduced mobility (Para Dips).
In total, this configuration offers more than 65 exercises, 
moves and routines.

The Out&Fit Street WorkOut apparatus is fully modular 
and can be adapted to the site where it is installed (more 
than 30 different modules available). Contact your regional 
manager for a detailed assessment of your project.

W6
W4

W7

W5

W3

W1

W8 W2

-50
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JWO-0103SWO

14
50

0

25
73

73
00

22000

1/200



Abdominal Dips Bar Trax Bar Vertical Ladder Horizontal Ladder Inclined Ladder Push&Pull Bar Para Dips

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8

2 4 8 2 2 1 3 0
2 4 5 2 2 3 3 0

>2 >5 >10 >6 >6 >6 >3 >0
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Number
of users

Number of 
apparatus

Main 
exercises

Extra exercises
Coaching Connect

Total
exercises

           

JWO-0104

22 22 21 >38 >59

1 2
3

m2 kg

26000 x 14500 mm14+JWO0104
22000 x 8700

x 3025 mm
162 m2 2.3 m 30h 2 45 329 kg

SWO

Para Dips

W8

0
0

>0

All of the Out&Fit Street WorkOut apparatus in a single 
configuration: Trax Bar, Dips Bar, Abdominals, Vertical, 
Horizontal and Inclined Ladders, Push&Pull Bar, etc.
In total, this configuration offers more than 
59 exercises, moves and routines.

The Out&Fit Street WorkOut apparatus is fully modular 
and can be adapted to the site where it is installed 
(more than 30 different modules available). 
Contact your regional manager for 
a detailed assessment of your project.

W7

W4

W1

W2

W6

W3

W5

-50
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JWO-0104SWO
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Multisports

The design of spaces for pre-teens and teenagers is a relatively recent 
concept, and Husson was one of the first companies to become involved 
in this area – more than 25 years ago! 
This section of the public is rightly demanding and critical, known for its 
strength and dexterity. 
Pre-teens and teenagers are not willing to accept standard solutions, 
instead needing clearly identified areas where they can develop freely at 
their own pace.
  
Color’ado® is everywhere.
Thanks to some in-depth work and numerous life-size tests, Color’ado® 
Multisports enclosures have quickly reached maturity. Today, there are 
thousands of sites in Europe and around the world where teenagers can 
enjoy the freedom brought by Color’ado®!
Big cities, towns and villages have filled a gap by installing sport and 
leisure facilities that appeal to pre-teens and teenagers.
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MINIMUM space, MAXIMUM versatility: with an area 
of no more than 24 x 13 metres, 
the game can begin!
More than 20 sports that anyone can play, 
inside and outside the enclosure.

Color’ado® Multisports:
football, basketball, handball, volleyball, badminton, 
football tennis, quick soccer, roller basketball, cycle 
ball, etc.
Plus, optional extras: roller hockey, cricket, tennis, 
table tennis, table football, fitness, stretching, 
training, street workout, athletics, etc.

Minimum space, maximum versatility:

Multisports
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Multisports

Color’ado® 
Multisports enclosures

A genuinely ATTRACTIVE SPACE:
In the country or in the city, at a leisure centre or holiday park, Color’ado® 
Multisports enclosures provide new spaces for freedom, sport and 
activities.
 
The IDEAL PLACE to meet:
Being active is a great way to get people talking, socialising and spending 
time together.
Pre-teen and teenage girls and boys will simply love Color’ado® 

Multisports enclosures – and when they love something, they treat it with 
respect!
 
Encouraging PHYSICAL ACTIVITY:
Health specialists recommend physical activity as a way to reduce the risk 
of obesity among children and teenagers.
By installing a Multisports space, we give them the desire to PLAY SPORT!
 
The spirit of FAIR PLAY:
According to specialists, playing sport is a great way to keep young 
people out of violence and is a springboard to adulthood. Color’ado® 
Multisports instils the values of sport and fair play among players on the 
pitch, and among spectators on the sidelines.
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A WINNING investment:
Reasonable up-front costs, outstanding longevity, 
negligible running costs...
In short, a winning investment that EVERYONE will love – 
pre-teens, teenagers and adults alike.
 
A truly SPORTY design:
Designed with teenagers, for teenagers. Our designers 
have devised a dynamic, sporty look.
 

Blending seamlessly into the 
ENVIRONMENT:
Our designers have opted for a transparent look, with 
exclusive* translucent panels and themes featuring 
harmonious colours: “Park”, “Urban”, “Sport”, etc.

Multisports
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Number
of users

Football Basketball Handball Volleyball Badminton Football tennis Roller basketball Cycle ball OPTIONS sport 
outside enclosure

OPTIONS meeting points 
outside enclosure

OPTIONS sport inside 
enclosure

Number
of basic activities

1 2
3

Additional
activities

Total
activities

m2 kg

           

25600 x 13900mm7+JCN0021

Multisports JCN-0021

25000 x 12300
x 3050 mm

286 m2 0 m 12h 3 40 329 kg

>16 8 5

+

13

M1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 3

M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11

-50

2 sets of miniature goals
_________________
2 perch-style seats
1 access for people with 
reduced mobility

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

M9

M11
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The Color’ado® Multisports enclosure, ref. JCN-021 metal 
“25 x 12”, “Concept” panel version, for added transparency that 
blends seamlessly into the environment.
A wealth of standard equipment, plus optional extras both 
inside the enclosure (1 pair of Brazilian-style goals) and outside 
(2 perch-style seats).

Other activities, themes and colours:
Refer to the Color’ado® presentation pages  
and contact your regional manager for advice.

Multisports JCN-0021
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Football Basketball Handball Volleyball Badminton Football tennis Roller basketball Cycle ball OPTIONS sport 
outside enclosure

OPTIONS meeting points 
outside enclosure

OPTIONS sport inside 
enclosure

1 2
3

m2 kg

           

29000 x 13900mm7+JCN0023

Multisports JCN-0023

22400 x 12300
x 3050 mm

251 m2 0m 16h 3 38 329 kg

M1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2

M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11

Number
of users

Number
of basic activities

Additional
activities

Total
activities

>14 8 5

+

13

-50

2 sets of miniature goals
_________________
1 outdoor basketball hoop
_________________
1 cycle storage unit
1 access for people with 
reduced mobility

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

M9

M10

M11
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The Color’ado® Multisports enclosure, ref. JCN-0023 metal 
“22 x 12”, “Silent” panel version. A unique anti-shock and  
anti-noise system that is extremely quiet and robust.
A wealth of standard equipment, plus optional extras both 
inside the enclosure (2 pairs of Brazilian-style goals,  
1 multi-function net) and outside (1 basketball hoop).  
It also comes with a new Sport-themed end wall design.

Other activities, themes and colours:
Refer to the Color’ado® presentation pages  
and contact your regional manager for advice.

Multisports JCN-0023

JCN-0023 metal 22 x 12
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Football Basketball Handball Volleyball Badminton Football tennis Roller basketball Cycle ball OPTIONS sport 
outside enclosure

OPTIONS meeting points 
outside enclosure

1 access for people with 
reduced mobility

OPTIONS sport inside 
enclosure

1 2
3

m2 kg

           

23000 x 12900 mm7+JCN0020

Multisports JCN-0020

22400 x 12300
x 3051 mm

252 m2 0 m 16h 3 34 329 kg

M1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1

M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11

Number
of users

Number
of basic activities

Additional
activities

Total
activities

>10 8 1

+

9

1 access for people with 
reduced mobility

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

M11

-50
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The Color’ado® Multisports enclosure, ref. JCN-0020 wood/metal 
combination version offers all the benefits of Color’ado frames 
(robust, safe, scalable and nature-inspired design).
The wood panels come in 2 versions: 
resin-coated wood or recycled wood plastic composite. 
A wealth of standard equipment, plus 1 optional extra outside 
the enclosure (1 basketball hoop).

Other activities, themes and colours:
Refer to the Color’ado® presentation pages 

and contact your regional manager for advice.

Multisports JCN-0020
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Football Basketball Handball Volleyball Badminton Football tennis Roller basketball Cycle ball OPTIONS sport 
outside enclosure

OPTIONS meeting points 
outside enclosure

OPTIONS sport inside 
enclosure

1 2
3

m2 kg

           

21100 x 12900 mm7+JCN0022

Multisports JCN-0022

20550 x 11340
x 3050 mm

218 m2 0 m 12h 3 30 329 kg

M1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 0

M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11

Number
of users

Number
of basic activities

Additional
activities

Total
activities

>10 8 2

+

10

-50

2 sets of miniature goals

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

M9
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The Color’ado® Multisports enclosure, ref. JCN-022 metal “20.5 x 11” 
“Concept” panel and goals version, for added transparency.
A smaller version featuring the full range of essential activities.

Other activities, themes and colours:
Refer to the Color’ado® presentation pages  
and contact your regional manager for advice.

Multisports JCN-0022

JCN-0022 metal 20.5 x 11
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Football Basketball Handball Volleyball Badminton Football tennis Roller basketball Cycle ball OPTIONS sport 
outside enclosure

Other apparatus
Out&Fit Gym JFI-0101
Out&Fit Ski Training JFI-0901
Out&Fit SWO JWO-0101

2 sets of miniature goals

1 mini basketball hoops
_________________
1 outdoor basketball hoop
_________________
2 covered terraces
1 access for people with 
reduced mobility

OPTIONS meeting points 
outside enclosure

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

OPTIONS sport inside 
enclosure

1 2
3

m2 kg

           

44000 x 21000 mm7+JCN0024

Multisports JCN-0024

22400 x 12300
x 3050 mm

251 m2 0 m 40h 3 65 329 kg

M1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 3

M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11

M9

M10

M11

Number
of users

Number
of basic activities

Additional
activities

Total
activities

>14 8 7

+

15

-50
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The JCN-0024 configuration is a comprehensive sports facility, comprising 
Color’ado® Multisports enclosure, Street Workout, Out&Fit Gym and Training. 
It’s a one-stop-shop for sport!
All options available, with additional activities both inside the enclosure (2 pairs 
of Brazilian-style goals, multi-function posts, mini basketball hoops) and outside 
(player shelters, basketball hoop at the rear, cycle storage unit, Street Workout, 
Fitness, Ski Training, etc.).
 
Other activities, themes and colours:
Refer to the Color’ado® presentation pages and contact your regional manager 
for advice.

Color’ado® Multisports enclosures are fully modular and can be adapted to the 
site where they are installed (dimensions, heights, options, etc.). Contact your 
regional manager for a detailed assessment of your project.

Multisports JCN-0024
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Football FootballBasketball BasketballBasketballHandball HandballRoller basketball Roller basketballRoller basketball

           

Multisports

JCN-0012 “Silent” Multisports Goal JCN-0265 Playground JCN-0018 “Concept” Multisports Goal

M1 M1M2 M2M2M3 M3M7 M7M7

12
00

90
0

30
50

1/100

30
50

12
00

1/100

Number
of users

Number
of users

Number
of users

Number
of basic activities

Number
of basic activities

Number
of basic activities

Additional
activities

Additional
activities

Additional
activities

Total
activities

Total
activities

Total
activities

>5 >4 >54 2 40 0 0

+ + +

4 2 4
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Football Basketball Handball Roller basketball

JCN-0019 End wall 13 m

M1 M2 M3 M7

Multisports

Number
of users

Number
of basic activities

Additional
activities

Total
activities

5 4 0

+

4
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Multisports covered

Open all year round

(
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Multisports covered
(

•  Never miss a day of Multisports! 
The Color’ado® Multisports Covered enclosures encourage people to play team 
sports and are the ideal place to host other sport and cultural events – all year 
round!

•  All the benefits of outdoor sport without the drawbacks: 
The special Color’ado® Multisports cover gets people enthusiastic  
about sport when it’s raining and boosts energy on sunny days.

• A splendid exclusive* design with gentle, rounded shapes. 

•  Total quality at all times: the translucent cover provides natural  
ventilation and lighting.

•  The ideal investment: extremely cost-effective in comparison with other  
equipment (football pitch, gym, etc.).

•  A modular, scalable concept: 
the Color’ado® Multisports Covered enclosure is suitable for almost any site, 
environment and budget. It can even be installed in several phases.

* registered designs, patented systems



Technical benefits:
1.   An innovative construction concept:
    -  the Color’ado® cover comprises a steel/aluminium frame and a stretched textile 

membrane.

    -  the frame’s side posts form part of the covered multisports enclosure structure  
(no superimposed posts and no overhangs).

    -  the 2 end cover modules brace the unit as a whole  
(no metal bracing arms or cross-pieces). 

    -  the stretched textile membrane offers multiple benefits: translucent, acoustically 

designed and self-cleaning.
 
2. Exceptionally robust: with a galvanised steel and aluminium frame. 
 
3. 10-year guarantee on the metal frame.
 
4. Complete safety:
      the entire structure complies with NV65 rules and is suitable for places with the highest 

winds (zone 3 areas).
 
5. Promoting sustainable development:
     the structure is made from materials renowned for their longevity, such as steel, 

aluminium and the textile membrane.
 

* registered designs, patented systems
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Multisports covered

(
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Multisports covered
(
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Football Basketball Handball Volleyball Badminton Football tennis Roller basketball Cycle ball OPTIONS sport 
outside enclosure

OPTIONS meeting points 
outside enclosure

OPTIONS sport inside 
enclosure

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

           

29000 x 13600 mm7+JCN0500

Multisports covered JCN-0500

27988 x 16480
x 7000 mm

268 m2 0 m 40h 3 38 329 kg

M1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11

Number
of users

Number
of basic activities

Additional
activities

Total
activities

10 8 0

+

8

Multisports enclosure with covered 
play area and 2 covered spaces 
at the ends for additional activities 
(sport and cultural events).

(
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Multisports covered JCN-0500

The Color’ado® Multisports Covered enclosure 
JCN-0500 encompasses all the essential 
sporting activities.
2 large covered spaces behind the 2 goals for 
additional activities (sport and cultural events, 
extra-curricular activities, etc.).
The Color’ado® Multisports Covered enclosures 
are fully modular and can be adapted to the 
site where they are installed (dimensions, 
heights, options, etc.).
Contact your regional manager for a detailed 
assessment of your project.

(
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Meeting Point 
“Our world begins here”
“A place to call our own” is something we hear teenagers call for all the time. But they often don’t get what they ask for.
Yet this is precisely what teenagers need – somewhere they can gather with their peers.
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Meeting Point

Husson’s designers have created Color’ado® Meeting Point equipment especially for the 12-17 age group. An original range of shelters and furniture.
• Teenagers generally make it their own in no time, and use it as an original and user-friendly meeting place that is open, yet sheltered from the elements. And they treat it with respect.
• Youngsters love its appearance, colours and design.
• The Meeting Point shelters are guaranteed to be exceptionally hard-wearing, featuring the very best materials such as galvanised steel and stainless steel for frame components.
• Simple and cost-effective to maintain. *Registered designs, patented systems
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Meeting Point

The Color’ado® Meeting Point leaf seat, with its exclusive design*, is a unique piece of furniture 
that blends into the environment and boasts an appealing look.

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

2000 x 1500 mm7+JME0001 1000 x 500
x 1000 mm

0 m2 0.5 m 1h 1 1 329 kg

1000 mm

400 mm

1000 mm

1/100

JME-0001
Leaf seat
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Meeting Point

Terraces are primarily designed for spectators.
But the evidence shows that, in some cases, players and athletes also use 
them to rest before and after exercising, and for stretching!
Husson’s designers have therefore designed original, new pieces of furniture 
that take these uses into account – and they are perfectly suited to teenagers.
Combined with a Multisports enclosure, basketball hoop, fitness area,  
outdoor table tennis tables, and even a table football table,  
the Color’ado® mini terrace is the perfect addition to your sports facility.

JME-0009
Covered terrace

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

4500 x 3500 mm7+JME0009 2500 x 1500
x 2400 mm

0 m2 1.0 m 3h 2 2 329 kg

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

4400 x 3000 mm7+JME0010 2400 x 1000
x 900 mm

0 m2 0.5 m 2h 2 2 329 kg

JME-0010 Terrace

24
00

0 
m

m
15

00
0 

m
m

25000 mm
1/100

900 mm

2400 mm

1000 mm

1/100
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Meeting Point

Other themes, colours and apparatus: refer to the Out&Fit presentation 
pages and contact your regional manager for advice.

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

4000 x 3000 mm7+JME0004 2000 x 1200
x 2300 mm

0 m2 0.5 m 2h 2 2 329 kg

JME-0004
Shelter 1

1/100
2000 mm

1200 mm2300 mm
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Meeting Point

1 2
3

m2 +00
kg

3200 x 3200 mm7+JME0005 2300 x 1200
x 2300 mm

0 m2 0.5 m 2h 2 3 329 kg

JME-0005
Shelter 2

1/1002300 mm

2300 mm

1200 mmColor’ado® Meeting Point shelters are adaptable and designed to be the best fit 
for your facility needs.
Single or linked modules, they form a welcoming environment enjoyed by 
teenagers with a natural need to gather together and chat.

Other activities, themes and colours: Ask your regional manager for advice.
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